Bats have an important role in the ecosystem, and therefore an effective detection of their prevalence can contribute to their conservation. At present, the most commonly methodology used in the study of bats is the analysis of echolocation calls. However, many other ultrasound signals can be simultaneously recorded, and this makes species location and identification a long and difficult task. This field of research could be greatly improved through the use of bioacoustics which provide a more accurate automated detection, identification and count of the wildlife of a particular area. We have analyzed the calls of two bat species-Pipistrellus pipistrellus and Pipistrellus pygmaeus-both of which are common types of bats frequently found in the Iberian Peninsula. These two cryptic species are difficult to identify by their morphological features, but are more easily identified by their echolocation calls. The real-life audio files have been obtained by an Echo Meter Touch Pro 1 bat detector. Time-expanded recordings of calls were first classified manually by means of their frequency, duration and interpulse interval. In this paper, we first detail the creation of a dataset with three classes, which are the two bat species but also the silent intervals. This dataset can be useful to work in mixed species environment. Afterwards, two automatic bat detection and identification machine learning approaches are described, in a laboratory environment, which represent the previous step to real-life in an urban scenario. The priority in that approaches design is the identification using short window analysis in order to detect each bat pulse. However, given that we are concerned with the risks of automatic identification, the main aim of the project is to accelerate the manual ID process for the specialists in the field. The dataset provided will help researchers develop automatic recognition systems for a more accurate identification of the bat species in a laboratory environment, and in a near future, in an urban environment, where those two bat species are common.
Introduction
Bats are a fascinating group of mammals found all over the world except for some remote isles and the poles [1] . They are the second most diverse group of mammals, with more than 1300 different species. Moreover, they have an important role in the ecosystem as they can be insectivorous, frugivorous, or pollinators and they can contribute to biological pest control [2] and seed dispersal [3] or plant genetic diversity [4] . Bats use their sounds to navigate (except for flying foxes), a kind of sound called echolocation call. An echolocation call is produced on a frequency range from 8 to 200 kHz, and the range frequency between 20 and 200 kHz it is generally inaudible to the human ear [5] . The calls can be characterized by their frequency, their duration and their interpulse interval [6] . Nowadays, recordings of the ultrasound calls are performed with special equipment known as bat detectors. This methodology makes it possible to study bats without handling them and in different habitats with different variables. It is a consolidated methodology used in the bat census that has proven to be useful for the research of some individual bat species [7, 8] . This methodology can improve the development of different fields in bat conservation and management, such as the study and the monitoring of bat populations [9] , the study of habitat use by bats [8, 10] and bat activity [11] . In urban areas where many bat species coincide, there are less good spots to capture bats with nets due to missing tree lines or woodland patches. Therefore, acoustic monitoring can provide in a better way bat richness and activity patterns in an urban landscape [12, 13] .
In this project, we have analyzed the sounds of two different bat species, the common pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pipistrellus) and the soprano pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pygmaeus) (shown in Figure 1 ). Both types are small bats found all over the Iberian Peninsula, particularly in urban areas [14] . Therefore, our aim was to study the use of a more effective method for the study of these species. Several studies have been conducted in the literature about those bat species, but their interest in terms of research is high due to the fact that they are the most common species recorded in the detectors all nights of recording campaign, so an automatic detector could save much time for researchers in the field. It is relevant to take into account that they are considered as cryptic species which means that they are almost identical morphologically [15] , but they emit echolocation calls at different frequencies. Therefore, an automatic methodology is an interesting point to study from a conservation perspective to see if there are differences in their prevalence, habitat selection and distribution [16] . In order to properly classify the species, the ultrasounds they emit are analyzed manually by different parameters such as start frequency, end frequency, highest energy frequency, duration, and interpulse interval [6] . Several studies have been published related to improving the analysis of the bat calls of the European bat species [9, 17, 18] . Advances in the field have led to the evolution of new bat detectors that produce a variety of audio files which can be used for analytical purposes. Consequently, several proposals of new software have also been created to help the identification of bat calls by means of algorithms. These new tools could prove to be a great step forward in the research and surveys of Chiroptera. Nevertheless, the use of automated identification may also be hazardous, as some of those techniques can provide an inaccurate identification of species without testing the libraries in the field and with negative consequences in bat management and conservation [19] . The combination of automatic and manual identification optimizes bat call classification [20] . Therefore, in this paper we propose working with datasets of these two species that have already been manually analyzed to ensure the quality of the developed algorithm.
There are currently some tools available to automatically detect bats which claim to achieve high reliability results, although they have to be used with caution due to possible false positive evaluations (https://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/products/kaleidoscope-pro, http://ibatsid.euwest-1.elasticbeanstalk.com/file.jsp, http://www.leclub-biotope.com/en/sonochiro/422-sonochiroenglish-version.html [20] ). It is highly advisable to use preidentified reference call libraries and to postvalidate and train the accuracy of the algorithms to minimize the risk of automatic classification [20] . Taking this into consideration, we intend to develop a tool to aid researchers with the manual identification of bats. The proposed dataset generation methodology provides an effective approach to divide the audio files where a bat call is present into call pulses and silences. Furthermore, we have designed two identification methodologies which achieve relevant results in noise-free environments. The fact that other urban ultrasound interferences would modify the classification rates will be studied in future work, because the final goal of this work is to deploy this tool in the green areas of smart cities [21] .
There are two goals in this work. The first aim is to conduct a first proof of concept of classification of two common bat species with recorded data with an automatic and manual procedure of labeling, but the goal is to develop an automatic system to apply in urban environments, where those two bat species are common. In order to develop this work, we have analyzed the range of frequencies of the calls using the audio files in which calls have been identified, studied that particular range and separated the call impulses and the silence fragments between them to built the dataset. The dataset has the aim to be used in the train, validation and test from a feature extraction and machine learning algorithm, with the focus on improving its identification in short pieces of audio. The interference of background noise does not affect the results given that its frequencies are not audible, although several ultrasound activity can be detected that may not correspond to bat calls. The files analyzed had few background noise due to the fact that the original recording location is not in an urban location but in the mountain range close to Madrid. This has been a key issue to obtain high quality acoustic samples and so, to the accuracy of the training and testing of the classification system, assuming that the work conducted corresponds to a proof of concept. To design the automatic classification method of these two species, we have parameterized the audio fragments using two different proposals. The first method used is based on a triangular filter bank that covers the frequencies of interest [22] , and the second is based on its spectrogram's energy matrix [23] . The selection of the two parameterization methods aimed to test very different approaches, and therefore to use neural networks on a very diverse basis of data. The different feature extraction algorithms but also the machine learning approaches correspond to state-of-the-art in acoustic event detection and even in birdsong recognition. The final goal of this work is to validate that the design of a real-life data corpus of bat call considering only bat pulses and silences can be used to train, validate, and test by means of typical acoustic event detection algorithms. The design of a reliable classification algorithm for each bat pulse would help the experts in the field in the manual labeling, converting it into semi-automatic and supervised labeling; nowadays, most of the tools this community uses to label correspond to wider time windows, and they can include more than one species of bat. This paper is divided into several sections. Firstly, Section 2 introduces the concept of wireless acoustic sensor networks. Then, in Section 3, the dataset is described, analyzing the kinds of calls that are emitted by each bat species and their separability. In Section 4, the two parameterizations of data and methodologies for bat identification are presented, and their results are compared. All the data used are published and its organization is covered in Appendix A. Finally, in Section 5, we draw the conclusions regarding the generation of this dataset and the automatic classification of the calls.
Wireless Acoustic Sensor Networks for Wildlife Monitoring
Wireless Acoustic Sensor Networks (WASN) are used to collect sounds at frequent intervals over large areas for the intensive sampling of real-time data and to achieve a rapid reaction time. The use of networks equips researchers with the capacity to sample distances or rates that would not be possible otherwise [24] . To detect animal activity, a human manually recording the emitted sounds can only be in one place at a time, and the presence of a human can alter the soundscape. Wireless acoustic sensors can replace this role, with the added advantage of being able of being positioned in locations which are inaccessible to humans. If they are finely synchronized; the amount and distribution of individuals can be determined. The acoustic data obtained at fixed locations over time provides knowledge about ecosystem cycles and the data obtained from different locations can be compared. Their main limitations are the environmental noise and the energy consumption on sensors, requiring monitoring methods with low energy consumption [25] .
As far as this team knows, the first WASN implemented for wildlife monitoring was deployed back in 2003 [26] , working with the final goal of identifying and localizing a specific type of bird call. Later on, [27] , the authors describe how embedded devices distributed in wildlife can run a real-time acoustic source detection and localization. The most common use in this type of applications is to count endangered species in critical environments, in order to extract information to help their conservation [28] . In other projects, a WASN are deployed to record bird-song audio samples to study their fingerprints [29] . In other more recent works, the focus is the obtaining of continuous data of the birds under study in their natural environment [25] .
WASNs have multiple applications especially in urban environments, such as surveillance in urban areas and noise monitoring, rather than the aforementioned wildlife monitoring [30] . The deployment of WASNs in the cities is becoming increasingly common, and further data can be collected in addition to the audible sounds, provided that the nodes are suitably designed. In the literature, several WASNs have been designed and deployed to monitor urban sounds. Several projects deal with the noise monitoring issue, as the IDEA project in Belgium [31] , or the RUMEUR network in France [32] , in which the authors focused on aircraft noise, or the Barcelona noise monitoring network [33] , in which data are collected and worked via a Sentilo platform [34] . More recently, the Sounds of New York Project (SONYC) deployed 56 low-cost sensors across the city to conduct a multilabel classification of urban sound sources real-time [35] , despite the fact that they do not conduct the signal processing and machine learning on-site. Finally, the DYNAMAP project [36] has completed the deployment and testing of two pilots, one in a suburban area of Rome and another in an urban area of Milan which conduct a binary classification between road traffic noise and any other anomalous noise events at each node [37] .
The development of these recent projects has shown that the paradigm of WASN in the city has multiple challenges, from the most basic technical issues [38, 39] , to the automatizing of the data collection and signal processing [35, 37] . The additional requirement of having ultrasound capabilities into the monitoring networks increases the difficulty of the task, both in terms of sampling frequency and computational capabilities of each of the WASN nodes if the processing is conducted locally. Achieving a complete and exhaustive dataset of background noise and bat call examples is a challenging task since the amount of available resources is limited, e.g., processing and storage capabilities and data collection.
Dataset Design
The first contribution of this work is the bat call dataset design, which is described in this section. We describe the size and type of audio files, their recording, and the analysis conducted to generate the corpus.
Raw Data Description, Labeling, and Analysis
One of the advantages of bioacoustics are that it is a noninvasive methodology where you can identify bat species without handling them. The raw recording files are a very strong tool to work with bats if you use them appropriately [6, 17] . One point to take into account is that the recordings can be taken under different environmental variables which can not be controlled. However, there also are some disadvantages as not always all bat species can be identified.
Nevertehless, bat calls can vary depending on factors such as habitat, age, sex, the presence of conspecifics or even local ambient noise [9, 40] . Therefore, it is really important to know in which environment and under which conditions were the files are recorded, specially, for the correct identification of bat species, because parameters of bat calls can be affected. Although, when you use auto-ID software these variables are not considered, so the randomness of the recording files is already in use. With this assumption, in our dataset, all the recordings are considered without taking into account the different environmental conditions, with diverse distances and qualities of the recordings.
The original labeling of the raw ultrasonic data-which we consider as ground truth in this system-is a mixture of automatic and manual labeling. The system saves the samples recorded with the name of the species identified, but afterwards, an expert (in this case, coauthor Elena Tena) opened all and each of the files and analyzed manually, without conditioning this analysis to the previously label generated by the automated system.
Our dataset is composed of 662 audio files that have been collected in several recording campaigns, which have been conducted by colleagues from the Universidad Complutense de Madrid (UCM). Two-hundred-and-sixty-six of the files contain recordings of Pipistrellus pipistrellus and 396 contain recordings of Pipistrellus pygmaeus species. They were recorded by an Echo Meter Touch Pro 1 bat detector (Wildlife Acoustics) [41] in the Guadarrama Mountains between 2016 and 2018. There is a minor ultrasound noise interference in this area, hence the signals of the range of frequencies studied were clear, especially when compared to any urban recordings. All sequences were recorded as full-spectrum in WAV format, gain medium, sampling rate of 384 kHz, trigger of 4 s, division ratio of 1/10, sensitive sensitivity, and medium trigger sensitivity. Kaleidoscope (Wildlife Acoustics, Inc.) was used for filtering noise from bat calls. The filter settings specified a signal of interest between 8 and 120 kHz and 2 to 500 ms and with a minimum of two calls per sequence. Each sequence was split to a maximum duration of 5 s, in order to standarize the bat call study. BatSound 4 Software was used to analyze the WAV files. The recordings were analyzed using a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz, with 16 bits/sample and a 512 pt. fast Fourier-transform (FFT) [42, 43] with a Hamming window [44] for analysis [45] . At least, two echolocation calls were analyzed at random from each sequence. The following parameters were measured manually [46] from each call to identify the species [6, 47] : call structure, start frequency, end frequency, frequency of maximum energy, duration, and interpulse interval.
Methodology of Design of the Dataset
After analyzing the files, we observed that in the frequencies of interest (8-120 kHz) the only events that took place were the bat calls. For this reason, the dataset has been split into three classes, one for each of the species and one for the parts of the recording where a silence was identified. In the case of other events being detected on these frequencies, they would be tagged in different categories. Bat calls are very short and they are preceded by long silent intervals, resulting in a nonbalanced dataset. The time domain contribution of each of the categories corresponds to a 3% of Pipistrellus pipistrellus, another 3% of Pipistrellus pygmaeus, and a 94% of silence.
All the recordings have been split into 400 ms audio fragments. The division of the files has been made because the analysis of shorter audio fragments results in a more exact study, allowing recordings to be separated more accurately between calls and silences. However, the audio files need to have a minimal length, as more features can be perceived from longer files, such as the interpulse duration. Due to the call frequency, two to five consecutive calls are included in the 400 ms audio fragments, allowing for a more precise characterization. A longer length would lead to an inaccurate study of the pulse units, and a shorter would lead to confusion as to which set of pulses the calls belonged to. Figure 2 contains the temporal signal representation of an audio file and its spectrogram. This recording corresponds Pipistrellus pipistrellus. We can appreciate how the parts which include sounds emitted by bats generate the equivalent pulse on the frequency domain. There is a clear differentiation between the bat pulses and the silent parts, which we will use to split the audio files in order to have a more accurate dataset. Another important detail about the recordings is the fact that the bounce of the signal to the recorder caused an echo that was also recorded, as shown and indicated in Figure 3 . Therefore, the vast majority of calls were proceeded by their reflection and for a better parameterization of data, we have included them into the call fragments [48] ; this way the authors assume that this issue has to be taken into account by the analysis conducted. Figure 4 contains the spectrogram of two sample files of each species before separating the call pulses and the silences between them. One of them has been expanded in order to appreciate the frequency and the amount of time of each pulse of the call. The main differences between the calls of the two bat species are the energy of the higher frequencies [6] , the separation between a pulse and the following (interpulse duration), their duration, and the start and ending frequencies [18] .
The dataset created divides these audio files into the parts where bat calls were produced and the parts containing silences. The process that has been followed in order to segment and annotate the audio files can be divided into eight main steps, detailed in the following Algorithm 1. Data division process is described in steps I to VII.
Step VIII details the parameterization method that has been used to study the separability of the calls. 
Algorithm 1 Dataset creation process
Step I: The first step taken has been to split the original audio files into 400 ms length samples, in order to obtain shorter and easier to analyze files, with a maximum of 4-5 bat calls in each file.
Step II: Once the files were split into 400 ms fragments, we proceeded to identify those in which no call pulses were found, which were labeled as silent. That was achieved by plotting the spectrogram of each of the segmented files and, according to the energy, classifying them as silences if there was no signal on the bat call frequency range. All the silences were added into the new class created (silences). Figure 5 illustrates a comparison between a file containing a bat call (top spectrogram) and silence (bottom spectrogram).
Step III: Windowing: Application of a 400 ms Hamming window [44] to minimize abrupt changes between the beginning and the end of the signal.
Step IV: Fourier transformation of each of the audio segments to obtain the frequency domain representation of the power spectra of the data [42] .
Step V: Once the files were analyzed and the peculiarities of each one of the calls were observed, it was clear that low frequencies disrupted the analysis. For that reason, only the higher 70% of the frequencies of the obtained audio segments containing calls were analyzed.
Step VI: To achieve a more precise analysis of the remaining higher frequency signal, the aggregation of the values of each of the columns that compose the spectrogram of the split recordings was computed in order to obtain an exact representation of the most powerful points.
Step VII: Since the pulses have higher energy levels than the intervals of silence, the integration of the columns in which the pulses are found has higher values. To perform an accurate splitting of the call and silence fragments, the boundary to fragment the audio has to be defined. Five categories have been defined, which state the power relation between the peak and the average values within the audio file. The five thresholds are set to 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and 25%. For each file, the five defined thresholds are plotted above the computed integration of the columns. The threshold to use in each case has been set to the closest value in order to separate properly between the calls and the silences.
Step VIII: The features extraction has been made with a Mel Cepstrum inspired filter bank, using 15 filters that start at the frequency of 38 kHz and finish at 80 kHz, as shown in Figure 10 . All the filters were the same width and had a 40% overlap. The traditional MFCC filters, which were designed to approximate the human auditory system's response [22] , have been replaced in order to analyze the frequencies of interest. The filter bank used has a linear structure, with all the filters being separated within a linear scale instead of a Mel frequency scale, as a first approach in this work, assuming that in the future other options can be tested. The height and width of all the filters were kept constant, so all the filters have a unitary area, to allow all the frequency distribution to have the same weight in the detection. From each of the filters, a coefficient has been extracted, resulting in a feature set with 15 coefficients. Figure 6 contains a visual representation of the steps that have been followed in the process. As a result of the split, 1465 segmented files of 400 ms length were generated from the initial audio files. Then, the segmented files that contained the bat calls were split, separating the call pulses and the silences between them. Silence comprises 94% of the total dataset, and it includes both the silent parts between the pulses and the 400 ms silent fragments. Each of the two bat species have the 3% each in the total dataset. The design of the dataset has the final goal of its use to train, validate and test a feature extraction and machine learning algorithm, in order to improve the accuracy of the identification, especially in short temporal pieces of data.
Differentiating the silences from the parts where a bat call was found has resulted in a clearer dataset. As we can see in Figure 7 The improvements made when splitting silences from the bat signals are shown in Figure 8 , that display the t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [49] of the dataset containing the two main classes and when the silence class is added. t-SNE is a tool that uses 15 coefficients of the original data, obtained with the triangular filter bank described in Algorithm 1, with the final goal of being in a two dimensional plot to study the possible separability between the different categories. The call fragments and the silences are highly separated on the plots as can be seen in Figure 8 , where the green dots correspond to silent fragments. This reveals that it is possible to successfully detect the presence of a bat in a particular environment, even considering that the t-SNE has to reduce the dimensions. One would think that without any audible background noise interfering in our system, the two species would also be easily differentiated, but they have a very high overlapping in the two displayed dimensions, which indicates that their identification is not a simple task.
Machine Learning to Identify Bat Calls
This section contains the second contribution in this work; the training and testing of several machine learning algorithms to detect and identify the two bat species as well as silent periods. Bat calls have been parameterized using two techniques, and also the length of the window has been studied to generate the best results on the machine learning algorithms used for for automatic classification. A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 9 . The testing on prediction models serves to demonstrate the generated dataset performs well on predicting the call pulses and silent intervals. 
Real-Time Identification and Prediction of Bats
The first stage of the identification consists on the use of a triangular filter bank. The filter bank used in this parameterization is the same as the one used to extract the features of the t-SNE plot to study species separability (Figure 8 ). The filters that comprise the filter bank are created using a linear scale, which means that all the centers are equally separated. They are triangular in shape, with equal base widths and heights, so their area is unitary. These filters start at the frequency of 38 kHz and end at 80 kHz, which are the start and end frequencies of the calls of the two bat species plus a margin. That way, the frequencies below are not taken into consideration when parameterizing the signal. This is performed to avoid irrelevant noise interference in our analysis. The length of the samples to parameterize has been studied, according to the accuracy of the results obtained in training and testing the classifier. From the study undertaken, presented in Section 4.3, we have selected the 7 ms window. An example of this kind of parameterization is shown in Figure 10 . In this figure, a plot of the FFT of the signal and the filters that compose the filter bank are shown. The signal has energy on the frequencies of interest, but also on the lower frequencies. The methodology used only takes into account the higher frequencies. Both the call pulses and the ambient noise of the audio files are identifiable by their power value in the spectrogram matrices, which reveals the energy of the calls at each time interval and frequency value. The second parameterization technique has followed an image processing approach, using the spectrogram matrices obtained from the analysis of the call fragments starting from 38 kHz frequency and ending at 90 kHz. Their values have been normalized. The Y axis of the matrices corresponds to frequency and its X corresponds to time. As all the sizes are equal, the temporal length used has also been studied to achieve the best performance in the machine learning algorithms. In this case, we have used 20 ms length matrices, after the study described in Section 4.3. An example of a 400 ms length audio file parameterization is shown in Figure 11 .
The example of Figure 11 , which has five call intervals, has generated four matrices. The fact that one matrix has not been generated is because the distance between the last call and its predecessor was not enough to create two separated matrices that contain only a call. This last call is encircled in purple colour. Both calls would have appeared in the same matrix, so the specifications of the model we wanted to create would have not been accomplished. The last call is discarded and it is not used to train the model. 
Design of the Neural Network Algorithm to Classify the Bat Calls
Several machine learning algorithms were tested for a further comparison of their results and the highest performing ones were selected. Before using the machine learning algorithms, the dataset was balanced, equalizing the number of audio fragments in each of the categories. We used both basic and complex classifiers to find the algorithms that were better adapted to the problem. The basic classifiers used were Random Forest (RF) [50] , the Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB) [51] , and Linear Regressors (LR) [52] . Two Neural Networks (NN) were also used: a Feedforward Neural Network (FNN) [53] and a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [54] . The performance results obtained demonstrate that simple algorithms achieve higher recall scores but worse precision scores. In the case studied, our concern was to ensure that the prediction outputs were correct, so the metric that we were most interested in were precision or specificity. For that reason, the Neural Networks were chosen as the algorithm to use.
We have used the two different Neural Networks (NNs) that best fit each parameterization of the data. For the filter bank coefficients parameterization, a simple FeedForward Neural Network (FNN) has been used [53] . This kind of network has been elected both for its simplicity and for its good performance with speech recognition [55] . For the energy matrices parameterization, the network used has been a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The use of the spectrogram energy matrices gives an image processing approach to the problem and this kind of network achieves high accuracy results in automatic image classification [56] .
The models have three categories of data to predict, as they have been trained with the three classes: Pipistrellus pipistrellus, Pipistrellus pygmaeus, and silence. In this stage, in the machine learning algorithms design, the train and validation takes into account three categories, there is no previous selection of bat call against silence, despite the design of the dataset has used this kind of algorithms. The FNN is composed of three dense layers, which define a fully connect each input to each output within its layer. They have a relu activation defined, which transforms any negative input given to zero. It is composed of a first hidden layer with 14 nodes, a second hidden layer with seven nodes, and a final output layer used for regression. The last layer is activated by a softmax function. In both classifiers, the dataset has been split into three categories, which correspond to the training (64%), the validation (16%) and the testing datasets (20%).
Firstly, the training set has been used to fit the model. Each time the model was trained, a test using the validation set was performed to fine-tune its parameters, such as the number of layers that composed the network or the batch size used to train the model. Performance parameters were gathered to avoid overfitting.
The final performance parameters obtained, shown in Table 1 , reflect how different the silence intervals are from the bat calls, as this category is clearly differentiated from the others. On the other hand, bat calls are more likely to be mispredicted. These results coincide with the t-SNE [49] results of the already commented Figure 8 . For the energy matrices, a CNN [54, 56] is used. This kind of network is used in computer vision to analyze images and extract their most important and unique aspects that can differentiate them from others. Although our data is not originally an image, the followed analysis procedure is the same. The model is composed of two convolutional layers, whose function is to detect patterns on the matrices received as input. Those layers are configured with eight filters, which define the matrices that slide across each 3 × 3 block of values from the input matrix. We have used two layers, with the first one being responsible for capturing the low-level features and the second the one in charge of perceiving the high-level features. Between the two convolutional layers, a max pooling layer reduces the spatial size of the convolved feature. The computational power to process the data is decreased with dimensionality reduction, extracting the maximum value of each of the obtained matrices. Then, the data are converted into a vector by a flatten layer, and is propagated through a FNN. This NN is composed by two dense layers have 8 and 3 nodes respectively, and the prediction is computed using the softmax classification technique.
Compared with the use of simple FNN, CNNs perform best on capturing local information, such as neighboring pixels in an image and reducing the complexity of the model with the reduction of the number of units in the network by the pooling layer, performing many-to-one mapping. That endows the network with a faster training, the need for fewer samples, and decreases the likelihood of overfitting. The use of a FNN is common in both cases, with the input vector in this case obtained by the flatten operation at the end of the convolutional process. As the parameterization of the data obtained from the filter banks was of the vector type, which is easier to process due to its reduced complexity, it could be directly used as input for the FNN. In this case, the training data have also been split as stated in the previous methodology, with 80% being used for its training and validation and the remaining 20% for testing purposes, using a 5-fold cross-validation principle.
Regarding the obtained performance results (Table 2) , the results of this model are higher compared to the ones obtained with the FNN. The highest performance enhancement has been on predicting silences, with an enhancement of approximately 15% in the F1 score, from 77.10% to 90.17%. The F1 score of bats [57] has also increased by nearly 10%, achieving in this case F1 score of 74%. These results reveal that the shape of the energy of the pulses in the frequency domain is different, and its study by means of image processing gives good results. 
Study of the Window Length to Use for Parameterizing the Data
For both methodologies, the temporal size of the data for its parameterization has been studied. For its study, the testing files have been split in fragments of fixed length. The studied lengths were estimated by considering the overall duration distribution of the calls. After each of these splittings, a new dataset was created and the obtained data was used to train the prediction model. The length that achieved the best results was the one that was used. Table 3 presents the overall F1 score [57] obtained for the filter bank coefficients method and Table 4 for the spectrogram matrices parameterization. The data contained in the tables are plotted in Figures 12 and 13 . To obtain both results, a 5-fold cross-validation has been computed. Table 3 . Length of the temporal frames with which the data were parameterized and the obtained overall F1 score. In Figure 12 , the F1 scores of the different window lengths are drawn. On the one hand, silent fragments do not suffer any severe variation through all the studied window lengths. On the other hand, bat calls do not achieve good prediction results when being parameterized using short window lengths. The low performance when using short frames indicates that the model can not obtain enough information from those data to make accurate predictions. Until the 7 ms window, the bigger the length of the window, the better the performance. Afterwards, results are stabilized, remaining roughly constant although the window expands. From the results obtained, we see that the model's learning rate decreases after the 7 ms window length. For that reason, it has been decided to select the 7 ms window as the one to use.
Length of Window (ms) F1
In the case of Figure 13 , there is a performance improvement at shorter matrices and a deterioration at longer ones. The usage of short matrices does not give enough information to the network to enable it to accurately predict the specie. That could be because the full pulse is not long enough to fit into a short length matrix and just one part of it is analyzed. Contrarily, after 50 ms length, the results of the network decrease, possibly because there is more than one call present in the same matrix, and that generates errors in the estimation of the bat species. The point at which the results stabilize, 20 ms, is the one to be used, as this is the minimal length matrix from which the model can obtain the necessary information to make a reliable prediction.
Conclusions and Future Work
There is the possibility of training, validating and testing an algorithm using manually labelled bat calls data capable of identifying the two targeted species, and even the silences in between the calls. This fact encourages the team to keep on working not only using laboratory experiments, but also with real operation experiments in urban environments, where ultrasonic background noise are more common-and so would make bat call identification harder-and the algorithm would have to deal with other species.
From the initial dataset analysis we can conclude that in some cases the two bat species are not easily separable, as they have many common patterns, such as similar frequencies of the calls or their frequency. Splitting the audio files into bat calls and silence fragments provides us with a more precise analysis in the dataset design. As that the studied audio files were split according to the power relation between their peak value and their average value in the first classification, the files have been divided into the ones that present some type of call and the ones that do not. Although this has been a manual and precise task, it has helped to improve the reliability of our dataset, which is published and available for a further analysis [19, 20] .
Although there is a wide range of features that can be obtained from the audio fragments, those chosen have been designed and implemented to fit with specifications of the problem. The decision to include the pulse bounce to the microphone to the call enables the system to work with more realistic data. If we had not considered this bounce, the system would have got worse results, as it would have had considered the bounce as an independent pulse. The further automatic classification had to be adapted to the data resulting from this parameterization, so two different methodologies were used. The obtained results show a common pattern of both classification models to achieve good results on classifying silent fragments correctly. The analysis of these results show that, surprisingly, these data are better represented by using image processing methods than by being processed by the CNNs. In the future, also a two-stage detection algorithm could be implemented, discarding all analyzed windows corresponding to silences, and using the machine learning algorithms to identify only pieces of data with bat call signal.
Regarding future applications of the developed system, we have to take into consideration that bats are very selective when it comes to the locations they inhabit, so their presence in a particular ecosystem reveals lots of information about both the area's biological environment and its contribution to the conservation of bat species. They are important bioindicators of some of the most relevant state-of-the-art topics in biology, such as habitat loss and climate change [58] . Their presence in a habitat can also provide a great financial relief for agricultural industries thanks to their contribution as pest managers [2] . Such important values demonstrate the great importance of their monitoring for a better understanding of bats ecology, and as a source of ecological information about a particular habitat. For that reason, the developed approach for an automatic detection and identification of the presence of bats can be applied to many studies of the characteristics of a particular environment.
The quality of the habitat of a city is currently a popular field of study, and in this sense, studies as the one presented in his work can improve the knowledge of the environment in urban areas. One of the aims of the smart cities is to control habitat welfare through the placement of sensors acting as bioindicators. They serve to monitor aspects such as air quality or weather, which are key elements of the global ecosystem. These sensors are responsible for collecting the data to be analyzed and as a source of information for the city acting consequently. The study of the acoustic environment in the cities has been developed in the last years through the deployment of WASNs, and those infrastructures could be a key issue for future evaluations of the biodiversity in cities including the bat population, if properly designed to detect ultrasounds. This preliminary study is just a first approach with two common species of bats in urban habitats and low inference environments, but future studies will improve the accuracy of these sensors, assuming that maybe are part of a bigger monitoring system, and contemplate more wildlife species. The use of sensors to monitor natural bioindicators, such as those animals or plants which are very sensitive to environment conditions, is increasing in popularity. For that reason, one potential application of this project would be to act as a monitoring system of the welfare of the habitat of the city. 
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